WHO CAN SEE MY PRONOUNS?

PRONOUN OPTIONS

- <BLANK>
- ANY
- HE/HIM
- SHE/HER
- THEY/THEM
- HE OR SHE
- HE OR THEY
- SHE OR HE
- SHE OR THEY
- THEY OR HE
- THEY OR SHE

USE MY NAME
PLEASE ASK ME ABOUT MY PRONOUNS

PRONOUNS SELECTED IN AXESS?

Note: If you do not want your pronouns to be displayed in Stanford’s directory, please do not select a pronoun in Axess.

PRONOUNS NOT DISPLAYED ON ANY STANFORD SYSTEMS

NOT VISIBLE TO ANYONE

DISPLAYED ON STANFORDWHO PUBLIC DIRECTORY

ANYONE

PUBLIC SETTING IS SELECTED

PRONOUNS NOT DISPLAYED ON ANY STANFORD SYSTEMS

DISPLAYED ON STANFORDWHO INTERNAL DIRECTORY

(MUST USE STANFORD LOGIN TO VIEW)

STANFORD ONLY

STANFORD-ONLY SETTING IS SELECTED

STANFORD DIRECTORY VISIBILITY SETTINGS

DISPLAYED ON CLASS ROSTERS AND IN CANVAS

FACULTY AND CLASSMATES

AUTUMN 2022

YES

NO